6-IN-1 TOOL
+ High-carbon carbon steel blade • Full-tang blades, heat-treated, tempered, ground, mirror-polished and lacquer-sealed • Steel head provide a cold-forged steel hammering head • Handle made from polypropylene • Cleans paint rollers, cleans out cracks, opens paint cans, scrapes, sets nails, applies drywall compounds and spackle
Part No. 119.

9-IN-1 TOOL
+ High-carbon carbon steel blade • Full-tang blades, heat-treated, tempered, ground, mirror-polished and lacquer-sealed • Soft rubber-like handle material, Santoprene, provides maximum gripping • Die-cast steel head on hammer end series • Cleans paint rollers, cleans out cracks, opens paint cans, spreads, scrapes, sets nails, pulls nails, closes paint cans
Part No. RUB-129.

10" LEVER BAR SCRAPER
+ High carbon tempered steel Lever bar Scrapper is 0.1" thick • Combination tool features one chisel end, one bent end and a nail-puller • Scrapes paint, smooths wood, removes baseboards and nails
Part No. US-10.

GLASS CUTTER
+ Comfortable cutter with 6 wheel glass cutter • Notches for breaking glass after scoring • Carded
Part No. GL-5.

LEATHER KNIFE SHEATH
+ Top-grade leather with belt slots • Fits: X-3, L-4, L-5, L-6, L-7, and R-1 industrial knives
Part No. 2910.

POSITIVE LOCK UTILITY KNIVES
+ 0.017" thick blade • Solid polystyrene plastic body
Part No. Description
08815 Safety Lock, snap-off 13 section replaceable – carded
726 Snap-off 13 section replaceable – carded
727 Snap-off 13 section replaceable – Bulk
804 Heavy-duty plastic, snap-off 8 section replaceable – carded
Replacement Blades
728 Pack of 8 blades for #08815, 726, 727, 826
729 Pack of 100 blades for #08815, 726, 727, 826
817 Pack of 5 blades for #804
80650 Pack of 50 blades for #804
818 Pack of 100 blades for #804

HEAVY-DUTY RETRACTABLE RAZOR SCRAPER & BLADES
+ Positive lock system • Replaceable single-edge razor blade • Scrapes and cleans windows and various surfaces
Part No. Description
RS-100 Plastic razor scraper, carded
RS-300 Metal razor scraper, carded
RS-2-B Pack of 5 replacement single edge carbon steel razor blades – 0.009" thick
1209 Pack of 100 replacement single edge carbon steel razor blades – 0.009" thick
1212 Pack of 100 replacement single edge carbon steel razor blades – 0.012" thick

UTILITY KNIVES & REPLACEMENT BLADES
+ Packed with 3 replacement blades in the handle • Die-cast zinc metal construction • Overlap rolled blade slide for safety • Blades are made of high-carbon steel, ground, honed and polished to a keen, chisel edge with tapered ends on both sides • Cuts carpet, linoleum, wood, plastic etc. 0.025" thick blade
Part No. Description
U-1-C Fixed blade utility knife, carded
U-3-C Retractable blade utility knife, carded
U-1-B Pack of 5 replacement blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives – 0.017" thick (3N)
U-3-B Pack of 5 replacement blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives – 0.025" thick (2N)
U-1-H Pack of 5 replacement blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives – 0.017" thick (3N)
U-1-B Pack of 100 replacement blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives 0.017" thick (3N)
U-3-B Pack of 100 replacement blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives 0.025" thick (2N)
U-1-H Pack of 100 replacement hook blades for #U-1-C and U-3-C utility knives 0.017" thick (3N)
Note: N = notches on blade

MINI SNAP OFF UTILITY KNIFE
+ All metal construction with handy pocket clip and built-in blade snapped • 2 spare 5 mm blades on card
Part No. 305-1061.

MINI-REPLACEMENT BLADES
+ Fits all popular utility knives • 5 per card
Part No. Description
305-0455 Heavy-duty blade
305-0453 Safety Lock, snap-off 13 section replaceable – carded
305-0456 Heavy-duty hooked blade

MINI TUBING CUTTER
+ Designed for cutting in confined areas, 1-1/2" clearance • Cuts tubes 1/8" to 7/8" O.D. capacity • Cuts copper, aluminum or brass tubing
Part No. 310-0002.

HEAVY-DUTY TUBING CUTTER
+ Large feed wheel, a jack knife reamer blade as well as a flare groove feature • Cuts tubes 1/8" to 1-1/4" capacity
Part No. 310-0004.

PRO TELESCOPIC TUBING CUTTER
+ Fixed turning radius for efficient cuts in a fixed clearance situation • Cuts tubes 1/8" to 1-1/4" O.D. capacity
Part No. 310-0006.